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18.6 Semiconductor Production Planning
Robert C. Leachman
The planning of semiconductor manufacturing presents formidable challenges for
the successful application of mathematical optimization. Formulation techniques are described
that precisely model noninteger flow times, time-phased capacity consumption by reentrant
process flows, proper horizon behavior, multiple priority classes of demands and multiple
objectives, binning and substitution in product structures, and arbitrary distributions of initial
work in process. We also formulate exact capacity analyses of nonhomogeneous resources,
machine arrangement constraints, and alternative combinations of resources necessary to
execute manufacturing operations. Brief histories are provided of key modeling contributions
and of optimization applications to production planning in the industry.

ABSTRACT

1. Introduction
Semiconductors form the basis of electronics, the world’s largest industry except for
agriculture. The manufacture of integrated circuits is one of the most capital-intensive and
complex manufacturing processes extant. A state-of-the-art wafer fabrication facility processing
twentyfive thousand twelve-inch silicon wafers per month, each printed with integrated
circuits of electrical switches as small as 180 nanometers in length, represents an investment of
several billion U.S. dollars. Most of the processing equipment installed in this factory will need
to be replaced within a single-digit number of years in order to keep up with the advances in
process technology.
While most other capital-intensive process industries have long been fruitful areas for the
application of mathematical optimization to production planning, regular application in
semiconductor production planning was unknown until the second half of the 1980s, and did
not become widespread until the second half of the 1990s. This lag compared to other process
industries is due to the extraordinary challenges posed by semiconductor manufacturing to the
formulation of a computationally tractable yet sufficiently accurate mathematical programming
model.
The semiconductor manufacturing process consists of hundreds of process steps
performed by tens of machine types on discrete manufacturing lots. The process flow is reentrant in the sense that a given type of processing machine performs a number of steps in the
process flow, interspersed with process steps performed by other machine types. Process flow
times between different steps performed by the same machine type range from as little as
hours to as long as many weeks. The overall flow time through a wafer fabrication process
ranges from twenty to sixty days; the subsequent wafer testing, device assembly, burn-in, final
testing, and packing processes add another five to fifteen days of flow time. Complexities for
planning arising from the manufacturing process include steep learning curves on process
yields, process times, flow times, and equipment efficiencies; uncertainties in yields, flow times,
and capacities; nonhomogeneous machines and tooling; and the integrality of production lots.
Another aspect of complexity arises from the semiconductor product structure. Testing of
production lots generates a distribution of quality-graded products known as bin splits.
Products that are sold and bins of quality have a many-to-many relationship. There is an
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embedded optimization problem concerning how many (pretested) products should be
fabricated and assembled, and how the consequent quality bins should be allocated, in order to
best service demands. There are also complexities arising from the nature of the demands:
there may be significant uncertainties in market demands; and there may be a great variety of
demand types for each finished good, ranging from firm orders to flexible customer contracts
to reliable forecasts to risky forecasts.
The sheer size of the planning problem in most semiconductor manufacturing companies
is daunting: even a single wafer fabrication plant performs hundreds of process steps on
hundreds of wafer types using dozens of machine and tool types. A typical company has
thousands or even tens of thousands of finished goods types manufactured in dozens of
manufacturing areas.
Planning in the industry is performed both incrementally and in a regenerative fashion.
Incremental planning involves adding production to an existing plan in order to meet new
demands, without other adjustment of the existing plan; regenerative planning involves a
complete reassessment of the plan in light of revised demands or other changes in the input
data. Incremental planning is of course a much smaller problem with a much shorter
turnaround time, but regenerative planning offers the ability to more fully optimize
production. We shall treat the more difficult regenerative planning problem in this article.
We remark that production planning is not the only potential application of optimization
within the domain of semiconductor manufacturing management. There have also been efforts
to apply it to establish short-term goals for factory floor operations (e.g., Fordyce et al., 1992;
Kang, 1996), and, more recently, to apply it to the problem of capacity planning (e.g., Liu,
1998; Stray et al., 2000). However, we shall restrict our attention here to the production
planning problem, in which production is scheduled subject to process flow times and machine
capacities that are prespecified.

2. Formulation of Semiconductor Planning Models
We now discuss the key techniques for formulating a practical linear programming model for
planning semiconductor production.
2.1. A Brief History of Key Contributions
Pioneering work on the formulation of practical optimization models for semiconductor
production planning was carried out beginning in 1985 at the University of California at
Berkeley, under the direction of Prof. R. C. Leachman. This effort continues to the present day.
The Berkeley researchers have helped various semiconductor manufacturers sponsoring their
research to implement software incorporating their optimization formulations, and these
implementations have sometimes been referred to as the Berkeley Planning System (BPS).
Working independently, researchers at IBM also made useful contributions beginning in the
early 1990s, particularly to the capacity analysis of nonhomogeneous machines. Software
incorporating these contributions has been utilized in IBM’s microelectronics manufacturing
management.
Key contributions are summarized as follows:
1. Variables of the planning model represent constant production rates in given planning
periods, expressed either as rates of release into process flows or rates of output from
process flows (Leachman, 1986, 1993).
2. Noninteger time lags are used to map, through continuous working time, the release
rates into process output rates; inventory balance constraints are formulated at
noninteger time points in order to insure mass conservation through continuous time
(Hackman and Leachman, 1989).
3. Noninteger time lags also are used to map release rates to workload rates for process
steps, which are summarized into total workload rates on capacitated resources
(Leachman, 1986, 1993).
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4. A steady-state horizon condition is formulated to mitigate undesirable horizon effects
induced by the presence of reentrant flows in a finite horizon model (Leachman, 1993).
5. In the case of time-varying bottlenecks, an iterative simulation-optimization scheme has
been developed to jointly establish flow times and production quantities (Hung and
Leachman, 1996).
6. Binning and substitution at product structure junctions are exactly formulated
(Leachman, 1986, 1993).
7. Iterative optimization of multiple demand priority classes is used to treat varying types
of demands and market uncertainties. Multiobjective programming is used, with bounds
on variables placed to ensure there is no switching between alternative optimal solutions
(Leachman, 1993).
8. Capacity analysis of nonhomogeneous machines, of machine assignment constraints, and
of alternative sets of machines and tools has been progressively refined (Leachman and
Carmon, 1992; Fordyce and Sullivan, 1995; Lin, 1999).
9. Scheduling of the initial work in process is explicitly incorporated into the planning
model while maintaining computational tractability (Lin, 1999).
2.2. Preliminary Model
We first consider an unrealistic, textbook-type LP formulation of semiconductor production
planning. Subsequently, we introduce modifications that make the model more suitable for
industrial application. For simplicity of exposition, we first consider a single-stage system, that
is, demand items and items released to production are identical, hereafter simply referred to as
products.
Wafer fabrication areas can often be modeled as a single-stage system with re-entrant
flows. The process flows may include upward of six hundred process steps, but the product
identity at the first and last step in each flow may be identical. When there are many products
to be processed, it is impractical to formulate a planning model incorporating scheduling
variables and balance constraints for each step. Instead, we first formulate a model including
only variables representing the release of raw material for processing each product. Flow time
parameters are employed to estimate subsequent workloads associated with the release of raw
material at each downstream process step. The model includes capacity constraints for multiple
resource types and inventory balance constraints on completed products.
Subscripts
t = time period ðt  1; t; t ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; T; where T is the planning horizon.
i = product, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N I :
j = processing step, j ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N i :
k = machine type or other scarce resource, k ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; K:
Parameters
dit = demand for product i in period t.
akij = processing time per unit on machine type k when performing step j on product i.
Li = estimated flow time from release of raw material until completion of product i.
Lij = estimated flow time from release of raw material until step j is initiated on product
i.
bi = estimated yield from release of raw material until completion of product i.
bij = estimated yield from release of raw material until step j is initiated on product i.
ckt = capacity (machine-hours) of machine type k in period t.
hi = holding cost per unit per period of completed product i.
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si = backorder cost per unit per period of completed product i.
ri = avoidable cost (e.g., raw materials) per unit of product i released into production.
Variables
xi,t = quantity of raw material for the manufacture of product i to be released during
period t. xi;0 ; xi;  1 ; xi;  2 ; ...; xi;  Liþ1 must be given.
Ii,t = inventory of completed product i at time t. Ii,0 must be given.
BOi,t = shortage of completed product i at time t. BOi,0 must be given.
Formulation
Minimize

N X
T
X
ðri xi;t þ hi I i;t þ si BOi;t Þ
i¼1 t¼1

Subject to
t
X

bi xi;t  Li  I i;t þ BOi;t ¼

t¼1

t
X

di;t  I i;0 þ BOi;0 ;

i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

t¼1

Ni
NI X
X

akij bij xi;t  Lij 4ckt

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

i¼1 j¼1

xit 50; I it 50; BOit 50;

i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

We have expressed a classical production planning formulation, allowing inventory and
backorders with respect to given demands, and making production subject to multiple resource
capacity constraints. Integer time lags between raw material release and resource consumption,
and between raw material release and availability of finished product are incorporated.
It is straightforward to expand the formulation to model multistage systems, that is, to
accommodate a product structure using inventory balance constraints that express mass
conservation of intermediate products. Alternative process flows for the products also are
easily incorporated.
2.3. Needed Modifications
We now point out weaknesses in the classical formulation that cause it to generate inaccurate
or undesirable production plans for semiconductor manufacturing, and then introduce
modifications to overcome these weaknesses.
ACCOMMODATING REAL-VALUED TIME LAGS
The first undesirable characteristic of the formulation that we shall deal with is the integrality
of the time lags. The technique for formulation of an exact LP model incorporating noninteger
time lags, first reported by Hackman and Leachman (1989), is summarized as follows. Let us
view the release of raw material to manufacture product i as a continuous time function xi(t).
Assuming the rate of release is uniform within each time period, we can relate the LP variables
to this time function by observing that the value of xi(t) over the interval ðt  1; t is xit. That is,
xi(t) is restricted to be a step function by the LP formulation. Similarly, we may view the
demand for product i as a continuous time function di(t), again assuming uniform rates within
each given period. Using these continuous functions, we may rewrite the inventory balance
constraint for product i as
Zt  Li
 Li

xi ðtÞdt  I i ðtÞ þ BOi ðtÞ ¼

Zt

di ðtÞdt  I i ð0Þ þ BOi ð0Þ;

all t50; i ¼ 1; ...; N I :

ð1Þ

0

Here, Ii(t) denotes the inventory level of product i at an arbitrary point t in continuous time,
and BOi(t) denotes the shortage of product i at time t.
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These integrals reduce to linear combinations of the xit variables and the dit parameters
when the constraint is evaluated at any arbitrary point t, even when t is noninteger. For
example, suppose Li ¼ 0:7 and t ¼ 2:5: Then the first integral of (1) reduces to
0:7xi;0 þ xi;1 þ 0:8xi;2 :
Thus, constraints suitable for the application of linear programming are obtained even
when the Li parameters are fractional. It remains to determine at what values of t do the
constraints (1) need to be enforced in order to insure inventory balance throughout continuous
time. Hackman and Leachman (1989) show that if the constraints are enforced at all points at
which either integrand may change rates, then inventory balance is assured throughout
continuous time. In the case of (1), these are precisely the positive integers (i.e., the epochs
when the rate of outflow from inventory, di(t), may change), and the points of the form ðt  Li Þ
where t is a positive integer greater than or equal to Li (i.e., the epochs when the rate of inflow
to inventory may change). Note that the implementation of the constraints at the latter kind of
points induces the formulation of inventory variables I i ðt  Li Þ in addition to the usual
inventory variables Ii(t) defined for the integer points.
Using the continuous time functions, we may also rewrite the capacity constraint for
machine type k as
Zt

Ni
NI X
X

t  1 i¼1 j¼1

akij xi ðt  Lij Þdt4ckt ;

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

ð2Þ

This constraint also reduces to a linear constraint in the xi,t variables when evaluated at a given
value of t, even if the Lij parameters are noninteger.
Given a large number of steps performed on a given machine type for each product, and
given a large number of products, there are potentially many time points per period where the
integrand may change rate. Strictly speaking, each interval of constant capacity consumption
needs to be individually constrained by the resource capacity in order to ensure resource
conservation throughout continuous time. While it is possible to formulate linear constraints
for every interval between epochs at which the integrand may change rate, it may not be
practical to do so. Moreover, as a practical matter, one cannot expect the epochs t at which the
input rate xi(t) is adjusted to precisely map to epochs t þ Lij at which the workload at step j,
xi ðt þ Lij Þ; changes rate, given the uncertainties in the production process and the level of detail
at which the model is formulated.
Fortunately, the wide variety of values for the Lij parameters in a practical case tends to
result in level loads in each given planning period, especially when capacity is fully utilized
and when flows are very re-entrant. As a practical approximation, it is suggested to simply
enforce constraints (2) only for the intervals defined by the given planning periods
ðt  1; t; t ¼ 1; ...; T: Using this approach, Hung and Leachman (1996) demonstrate very close
agreement between machine utilizations and product flow times predicted by such an LP
planning model and utilizations and flow times predicted by detailed, discrete-event
simulation on actual industrial data.
ACCOMMODATING FACTORY WORKING CALENDARS AND VARIABLE-LENGTH
PLANNING PERIODS
Time lags as above are measured in terms of working time. The lengths of planning periods (in
terms of working time) in the planning model may need to be different from unity. This is
because of working holidays occurring in the planning periods, and/or because of a desire for
increased granularity in early periods of the plan, for example, weekly periods over the first
several months of the planning horizon, and monthly periods after that. A generalization of
the approach in the previous section is required. Basically, the limits of integration appearing
in equations (1) and (2) must be properly established in terms of epochs of continuous working
time measured from the start of the planning horizon. See Hackman and Leachman (1989) for
details. Moreover, shortage and holding cost parameters also may need to vary by period,
appropriately scaled to reflect the lengths of the periods (Hung, 1991; Lin, 1999).
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CONTROLLING HORIZON EFFECTS
In the basic finite-horizon LP formulation above, optimal values of the variables for the release
rates of raw material into capacitated reentrant process flows exhibit a peculiar, undesirable
behavior. Variables for product release in periods within one flow time of the horizon will be
set equal to zero, since they do not contribute to demands included in the formulation.
Variables for the release rates in periods just before this will typically have surprisingly large
values. Such unreasonably large values are feasible since they do not have to compete for
capacity with releases in subsequent periods. The tacit assumption that production is
permanently terminated at the horizon T is the root cause of this undesirable behavior.
To overcome this problem, Leachman (1993) incorporates into the formulation a steadystate horizon condition. For each product i, the interval ½T  Li ; T is termed the frozen interval
for product i. Releases of product i in all time periods that intersect the frozen interval are
constrained to be equal, that is, a single variable is utilized to represent releases in each of
these periods (multiplied by an appropriate scaling constant if there are differences in period
lengths). For the purposes of computing inventory balance in constraint (1) and resource
capacity consumption in constraint (2), an additional time period is appended on to the
planning horizon, with length equal to Li working days. Demand for product i in this period is
set to be the same rate as the average rate in the frozen period. Inventory and backorders of
completed product i are measured in the objective function at both the start and the end of the
extra period.
Formulations including this steady-state condition generate optimal plans that exhibit
smooth production.
INCORPORATING MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS
The total demand for each product is an aggregate of components with varying priorities. One
component corresponds to firm customer orders with promised delivery dates. Another may
correspond to replenishment of inventory stocks supporting long-term customer contracts.
Even within the component of product demand corresponding to market forecasts unrealized
by on-hand customer orders or contracts, priorities are varying. One portion of the forecast
may be fairly certain to be realized; the final portion may be more risky, that is, there is a
significant probability that not that much demand will materialize.
Treating the entire demand for products with uniform, linear tasks for backorders and
inventory is an oversimplification of the planning problem, leading to optimal solutions that
may be undesirable to marketing management. That is, in a capacity-constrained situation, an
optimal solution may deny capacity to confirmed customer orders for one product and award
the capacity to risky forecasts for another.
Leachman (1993) proposes a structure of demand classes and iterative optimization
calculations to cope with this situation. In this structure, the overall market demands for each
product are categorized into R priority classes, with the understanding that demands in class
n þ 1 must not inhibit the servicing of demands in class n as on-time as is feasible. Linear
programs are formulated and solved for each class r ¼ 1; 2; ...; R: Let dri ðtÞ denote the rate at
time t of demands in class r for product i. The demand rate used in Equation (1), the inventory
balance constraint for the rth formulation, is
r
X

dsi ðtÞ;

s¼1

that is, demands are cumulative over classes. To this formulation one appends an upper bound
on the back-order variables, specifically,
BOi;t 4BOri;t 1 þ
where
r1
BOi;t

r
Zt X

0 s¼1

dsi ðtÞdt 

1
Zt rX
0 s¼1

dsi ðtÞdt; all i; all t;
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denotes the optimal value of the back orders of product i at time t from the r  1th
formulation. This bound ensures that the maximum allowed back orders for the demand
classes 1 through r equals the optimal back orders in classes 1 through r  1 plus the increment
in cumulative demand between classes r  1 and r.
Note that the only difference between formulations for class r  1 and class r are the
right-hand-side demand parameters, the bounds on the back-order variables, and possibly
some objective function coefficients, if relative product priorities vary from class to class. Also
note that the optimal solution to class r  1 is a feasible solution to class r, provided the values
of the backorder variables are adjusted to reflect the increment in cumulative demands. Thus
solving the series of R linear programs is not too much more computationally difficult than
solving a single linear program. Leachman and Raar (1994) report that in industrial practice
with very large planning problems (in excess of 100,000 rows), the time to solve four demand
classes is about 2 to 2.5 times the time required to solve the first class.
Another marketing consideration concerns a policy choice between build-to-order and
build-to-forecast. Where forecast accuracy is high and raw material costs low, it may be
desirable to build to forecast in order to compress lead times offered to customers. But for
products with significant raw material costs and unreliable demand forecasts, it may be more
prudent to delay production until receipt of a customer order. In the case of semiconductors,
back end production (assembly and test) is typically built to order, except for high-volume
standard or commodity products. On the other hand, wafers are usually fabricated to forecast.
We may handle this consideration as follows. For each product in the overall product
structure we suppose an input parameter is defined indicating whether the product is build-toorder or build-to-forecast. (In a rational case, if a product is declared build-to-order, then all
child products are also build-to-order.) If the parameter indicates the product is build-to-order,
then all production in the first planning period must be for order-based demands only.
Planned production in subsequent periods can be for both orders and forecasts, assuming the
plan is recalculated on a rolling horizon basis.
Suppose class r  1 is the last demand class corresponding to protection of customer
commitments, and class r is the first class corresponding to forecasted demand. When the
parameter indicates the product is build-to-order, upper bounds on the release variables xit are
introduced into the formulations for classes r, r þ 1; ...; R; as follows:
xi;t 4xri;t 1 ;
where
xri;t 1
is the optimal value of the release variable for the formulation of class r  1:
In summary, marketing considerations can be conveniently incorporated into the
planning model through the use of upper bounds on production and back-order variables in
multiple optimization calculations over prioritized demand classes. This approach does not
expand the formulation size, yet it enables the generation of much more desirable production
plans.
HANDLING PRODUCT STRUCTURES FEATURING BINNING AND SUBSTITUTION
Product structures in most manufacturing environments consist almost exclusively of one-tomany relationships, that is, end-item demands may be uniquely sourced to intermediate
products and raw materials. These environments are suitable for the application of materials
requirements planning (MRP) logic to translate end-item demands into demands for
intermediate products and raw materials. Semiconductor product structures may feature a
considerable number of many-to-many relationships. These many-to-many relationships arise
because of frequent design revisions and because of quality grading of tested products. In the
semiconductor environment, optimization is required to correctly translate demands back
through the product structure.
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Design revisions lead to many-to-many relationships as follows. Suppose a new revision
is offered of an original product. The revision offers higher performance, and it corrects some
shortcomings in the design of the original product. Depending on the customer application, the
revision may require some customers to revise their system in order to utilize the revision,
while others may utilize the original product or the revision indiscriminately. New customers
may choose to design their systems to solely utilize the revision. The semiconductor
manufacturer then faces three kinds of demands: customers who insist on purchasing only the
original product, customers who insist on purchasing only the revision, and customers willing
to accept either original product or the revision. The last type of demand cannot be uniquely
sourced.
Many semiconductor products undergo binning, whereby a distribution of qualitygraded products emerges from testing a single manufacturing lot of source product. Each bin
defines a specific range or performance for one or several electrical attributes of performance,
for example, a bin definition might be of the form ‘speed between 200 and 300 MHz and
power consumption less than 100 mA’. The fractions of the source product lot falling into each
bin of quality are known as bin splits. The bin splits are characteristic of the manufacturing
process and must be regarded for planning purposes as prespecified (but probabilistic).
Each finished goods type has specific requirements for electrical performance. A
particular bin is generally suitable for a number of different finished goods types. Conversely,
there may be a number of bins whose attributes fulfill the requirements of a particular finished
goods type. When a bin of higher quality is used to satisfy demands, this is known as
substitution.
It is often the case that there are alternative testing procedures generating different bin
distributions. For example, the same basic packaged device can be put through an elaborate
testing procedure that generates a large set of bins, or through a simpler testing procedure that
generates only lower-grade bins. The simpler testing procedure offers a reduction in test
capacity consumption that could be attractive, depending on the mix of demands.
We now modify the formulation of Section 2.2 to admit a two-stage product structure
including constraints modeling binning and substitution, as developed in Leachman (1993).
New variables are introduced to allocate bins to releases of the second-stage products. To
admit the case of testing and processing alternatives, product shall be taken to mean a
particular device passed through a particular processing and testing alternative.
Subscripts
t = time period ðt  1; t; t ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; T; where T is the planning horizon.
i = first-stage product, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N I :
m = second-stage product, m ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N M :
n = quality bin, n ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N B : m e n denotes that demands for product m may be
sourced using bin n. n e m denotes that bin n is suitable for meeting demands for
product m.
j = processing step, j ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N i for first-stage process flows, and j ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; N m for
second-stage flows.
k = machine type or other scarce resource, k ¼ 1; 2; 3; ...; K:
Parameters
dmt = demand for product m in period t.
akij = processing time per unit on machine type k when performing step j on product i.
(akmj is similar.)
fni = bin split to bin n from completed product i.
Li = estimated lead time from release of raw material until binning of product i. (Lm is
similar.)
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Lij = estimated lead time from release of raw material until step j is initiated on product
i. (Lmj is similar.)
bi = estimated yield from release of raw material until binning of product i. (bm is
similar.)
bij = estimated yield from release of raw material until step j is initiated on product i. (bmj
is similar.)
ckt = capacity (machine-hours) of machine type k in period t.
hm = holding cost per unit per period of completed product m.
sm = shortage cost per unit per period of completed product m.
ri = avoidable cost (e.g., raw materials) per unit of product i released into production. (rm
is similar.)
Variables
xi,t = quantity of raw material for the manufacture of product i to be released during
period t. xi;0 ; xi;  1 ; xi;  2 ; ...; xi;Liþ1 must be given.
yn,m,t = quantity of bin n allocated to release of product m in period t.
zm,t = quantity of raw material for the manufacture of product m to be released during
period t. zm;0; zm;  1; zm;  2 ; ...; zm;  Lmþ1 must be given.
In,t = inventory of bin n at time t. In,0 must be given.
Im,t = inventory of completed product m at time t. Im,0 must be given.
BOm,t = shortage of completed product m at time t. BOm,0 must be given.
Formulation
Minimize

NI X
T
X

ri xi;t þ

NM X
T
X

ðrm zm;t þ hm I m;t þ sm BOm;t Þ

m¼1 t¼1

i¼1 t¼1

Subject to
t
X

bm zm;t  Li  I m;t þ BOm;t ¼

t
X

f ni bi xi;t  Li þ I n;0 

t¼1

dm;t  I m;0 þ Bm;0 ;

m ¼ 1; ...; N M ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

t¼1
t
X X

yn;m;t ¼ I n;t ;

n ¼ 1; ...; N B ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

m2n t¼1

t¼1

X

t
X

yn;m;t ¼ zm;t ;

m ¼ 1; ...; N M ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

n2m
Ni
NI X
X
i¼1 j¼1

akij bij xi;t  Lij þ

NM X
Nm
X

akmj bmj zm;t  Lmj 4ckt ;

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

m¼1 j¼1

xi;t 50; zm;t 50; yn;m;t 50; I n;t 50; I m;t 50; BOm;t 50;
i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; n ¼ 1; ...; N B ; m ¼ 1; ...; N m ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:
The modifications introduced in the sections on pages 4 – 7 may also be incorporated into
a multistage formulation modeling binning and substitution such as the above.
SCHEDULING INITIAL WIP
The reentrant nature of semiconductor manufacturing flows means that new releases must
compete for capacity with work in process (WIP). The basic formulation of Section 2.2 captures
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this competition by making use of parameters specifying past production releases xi,0, xi,  1,
xi,  2, and so on. However, the formulation implicitly assumes the following:
1. the initial WIP is distributed through the manufacturing process precisely according to
the given time lags (i.e., flow times) and the given history of product releases,
2. the initial WIP must keep moving through the process according to the given flow times,
and
3. the initial WIP has priority over new releases for allocation of scarce capacity.
In stochastic environments, assumption (1) may be unrealistic. Because of a severe
process disruption or because of a downgrading of priority, it is possible that the initial
WIP of a product seriously lags the target distribution calculated based on its release dates
and the planned flow times. In such a case, the initial WIP will consume more resource
capacity to exit the factory than the amount implied by assumption (1), and hence the
planning model may overestimate the amount of new releases that may be made without
extending flow times.
To circumvent this problem, one could precalculate the capacity required to flush the
initial WIP according to the given flow times from each step to product completion. To do this,
one can compute a product completion schedule equivalent to the initial WIP (calculated in
terms of the given yields and flow times), and then apply a backward version of the capacity
consumption formula introduced in Section 2.2. If we let
x̄xi ðtÞ
denote the output rate at time t calculated from the initial WIP, then the consumption of
resource k capacity by initial WIP in the planning period ðt  1; t is computed as
N i Zt
NI X
X

i¼1 j¼1 t1

akij x̄xi ðt þ Li  Lij Þdt:

Instead of incorporating capacity consumption estimated from the history of past
releases, one could subtract the capacity consumption precalculated as above from the righthand sides ckt of capacity constraints placed on new releases. This was the approach taken in
the Berkeley Planning System (Leachman et al., 1996), which served as the planning engine of
the IMPReSS planning system at Harris Corporation.
This precalculation approach overcomes problems arising from assumption (1), but it
continues to make assumptions (2) and (3). Because of changed product forecasts, it may be
desired in some applications to give higher priority to new product releases of one product
over the initial WIP of another.
To handle this consideration requires an expansion of the planning model to schedule
not only releases of raw material at the first manufacturing step, but to also schedule releases
of initial WIP from manufacturing steps throughout the process. When process flows consist of
upward of six hundred process steps, a model formulated with release variables defined for
every step is likely to be computationally impractical. A more practical strategy is to formulate
WIP release variables only for major process steps, that is, steps utilizing scarce resources
included in the capacity analysis. In typical applications in the author’s experience, there are in
the order of fifty or less major steps per process flow. At the other minor steps, initial WIP
may be assumed to flow according to planned time lags up to the next major step, where its
release downstream will be scheduled by the model. We shall therefore assume in the
following that the index j applies only to major process steps.
This strategy is implemented by introducing new parameters, new variables, and both
new and modified constraints into the formulation of Section 2.2 as follows:
Parameters
wijt = initial WIP arriving at major step j during period t.
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Liaj = estimated flow time from initiation of step a to initiation of step j on product i,
equal to Lij  Lia :
biaj = estimated yield from initiation of step a to initiation of step j on product i, equal to
bij/bia.
bdij = estimated yield from initiation of step j on product i to completion of product i,
equal to bi/bij.
Variables
xi,j,t = planned release of initial WIP at major step j of the process flow for product i
during period t
Constraints
New and modified constraints of the formulation are as follows:
t
X

xi;j;t 4

Ni
X

t
X

t¼1

t
X

wijt ; all i; all j; all t

t¼1

bdij xi;j;t  LþLiji þ

j¼1 t¼Li  Lij þ1

t
X

bi xi;t  Li  I it þ BOit ¼

t¼1

t
X

di;t  I i;0 þ Bi;0 ;

t¼1

i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:
Ni
NI X
X
i¼1 j¼1

akij ðbij xi;t  Lij þ xi;j;t þ

jX
1

biaj xi;a;t  Liaj Þ4ckt ;

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

a¼1

xi;j;t 50; xi;t 0; I i;t 50; BOi;t 50;

j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

We remark that, in order to implement the steady-state horizon condition proposed in
the section on Controlling Horizon Effects, one cannot allow independent WIP release
variables to be formulated for periods intersecting the frozen interval. It is proposed to define
WIP release variables only for time periods preceding the frozen interval, that is, all initial WIP
that is to be released must be released in time to be realized as completed product before the
planning horizon. We also remark that enforcing exact inventory balance of finished goods is
likely to be impractical when there are many major process steps with noninteger time lags. A
practical approach is to formulate the balance constraints over a sufficiently fine time grid.
ACCOMMODATING MACHINE ARRANGEMENT CONSTRAINTS
Nonhomogeneous sets of machines that perform a basic kind of semiconductor fabrication step
such as photolithography exposure are increasingly prevalent in semiconductor factories. To
accurately represent capacity relationships in the planning model, one must expand the model.
Depending on the nature of the alternatives, there are various formulation strategies that
minimize the model complexity necessary to accurately model capacity.
The simplest case is when process times are independent of the resource alternative
selected, and the alternative machine types are nested. For example, suppose there are two
types of exposure machines, type A and type B. Type B is a newer model that can perform any
exposure step; type A is an older model that can perform only noncritical exposure steps. For
this type of case, Leachman and Carmon (1992) show that ordinary capacity constraints
defined for appropriate groups of machine types constitute an exact capacity model. For this
particular example, two capacity constraints per period constitute an exact model. One
constraint limits the total workload of critical steps by the available processing time of machine
type B, and the other limits the total workload of all exposure steps to the sum of available
processing times of both machine types. This approach also provides an exact model when
process times of the nested machine types are proportional, since available processing times of
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alternative machine types may be appropriately scaled according to the process times of one
machine type chosen as a standard.
A more difficult case arises when machine usage patterns are not nested. For example,
suppose now there are three exposure machine types. Suppose some process steps must be
performed on either machine types A or B, other process steps must be performed on either
machines types B or C, and still others must be performed on machine types A or C. These
more general patterns of allowed allocation of machines arise when engineering effort is
expended to qualify machines one by one for critical process steps, and certain machines are
found to perform better than others. The restrictions placed on machine allocation are thus an
avenue for securing better process control and higher yields, albeit at the potential expense of
reduced capacity and longer flow times.
When alternative machine types exhibit this more general pattern of allowed assignments
to process steps, Leachman and Carmon (1992) show that the most compact exact model
requires introduction into the model of new variables that allocate step workloads to the
resource types. Fordyce and Sullivan (1995) formulated a planning model with static demand
rates incorporating this approach. Allocation variables can also be incorporated into a dynamic
planning model as we shall now illustrate.
We shall term the allowed pattern of assignments of machine types to process steps the
machine arrangement table. For the case we consider, machine arrangements at one step are
independent of arrangements made at other steps; we term this case one of static machine
arrangement constraints. We introduce the following new notation and variables, and we
modify the constraints of the formulation of Section on Scheduling Initial WIP as follows.
Notation
k E (i, j) denotes that machine type k is one that is qualified to perform step j on product
i.
(i, j) E k denotes that step j on product i is one of the steps that machine type k is
qualified to perform.
Variables
Ai,j,k,t = workload of step j on product i in period t allocated to machine type k.
Constraints
Modified capacity constraints are as follows. Inventory balance constraints are
unchanged.
bij xi;t  Lij þ xi;j;t þ

jX
1

biaj xi;a;t  Liaj ¼

a¼1

X

akij Ai;j;k;t 4ckt ;

X

Ai;j;k;t ;

j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

k2ði;jÞ

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

ði;jÞ2k

Ai;j;k;t 50; xi;j;t 50; xi;t 50; I i;t 50; BOi;t 50;
k ¼ 1; ...; K; j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:
DYNAMIC MACHINE ARRANGEMENT CONSTRAINTS
The most difficult case of machine arrangement involves dynamic machine arrangement
constraints, whereby the set of qualified process machines at one step is dependent on the
machine type assigned at some previous process step. Efforts to achieve process control on the
most advanced digital process technologies in the industry sometimes include dynamic
machine allocation constraints between critical photolithography exposure steps, or between
the lithography exposure step and the following etching step. (In such cases, most of the
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machine types are individual machines.) To illustrate dynamic arrangement constraints,
suppose the qualified machines for the first critical exposure step are machines A, B, and C. If
machine A is selected, then the qualified machines for the second critical exposure step are
machines A or C. If machine B is selected at the first step, then the qualified machines for the
second critical exposure step are machines B or D. Thus the qualified machines for performing
the second critical step vary according to which machine was utilized at the first critical step.
To properly model capacity constraints in this case, the allocation of workloads to
machines at different steps must be constrained so as to be consistent, if planned flow times
are to be observed. To illustrate, we assume the case where one general type of machine, such
as the photolithography exposure machines, is subject to dynamic machine arrangement
constraints. We shall designate process steps whose machine assignment influences or is
influenced by the machine assignment at other steps as critical steps. We assume the case
where the machine assignment decision at the first critical step constrains the assignment at the
second critical step, the assignment at the second critical step constrains the assignment at the
third critical step, and so on.
Lin (1999) shows that this case is most efficiently modeled using routing variables that
schedule the release of WIP for movement through particular machine types at downstream
critical steps. In this approach, machines utilized at each critical step are categorized into
machine groups. A machine group may consist of a single machine or several machines.
Machine groups at the first critical step are defined with the property that product processed
by any machine in the group has identical machine assignment possibilities at the next
downstream critical step. Machine groups at subsequent critical steps are defined with the
property that product processed by any machine in the group has identical machine
assignment possibilities at both the immediately preceding upstream and the next downstream
critical step.
Initial WIP at each process step is categorized into WIP groups. Each WIP group is
distinguished based on which machine group was utilized at the preceding critical step. (If
there are no preceding critical steps, then all WIP belongs to the same group. Also, if two WIP
groups have identical machine group possibilities at the next downstream critical step, they
may be consolidated into a single WIP group.) At the next critical step downstream, each WIP
group will have one or more machine groups qualified to process that WIP.
In Lin’s approach, routing variables are defined that route the initial WIP in each WIP
group into all possible machine groups at all downstream critical steps. Constraints insuring
consistency of these assignments are incorporated into the formulation.
New notation, parameters, variables, and revised constraints to revise the model of
Section on Scheduling Initial WIP to precisely model dynamic arrangement constraints are as
follows:
Notation
j = major process step; j 2 Ci denotes that major process step j is a critical process step
for product i.
ju = the first critical process step upstream from major process step j.
jd = the first critical process step downstream from major process step j.
ji = the first critical process step for product i.
g = machine group; g 2 k denotes that machine group g is one that includes machine
type k.
a = WIP group; a 2 j denotes that WIP group a is one that applies to WIP at major
process step j.
(a, j0 ) = WIP group a at process step j0 ; ðg; jÞ e a denotes that machine group g at
downstream critical step j is suitable for processing WIP in WIP group a.
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Parameters
wi,(a,j),t = initial WIP in the WIP group that is a resident at steps between major steps j  1
and j arriving at major step j during period t.
Variables
ðg;jÞ

xi;t = quantity of raw material for the manufacture of product i to be released during t
and to be processed by maching group g at critical step j.
ðg;j0 Þ

xi;ða;jÞ;t = release of initial WIP from WIP group a at major step j to be processed by
machine group g at downstream critical step j0 .
ðg;jÞ

Ai;k;t = workload for machine group g at critical step j on product i allocated to machine
type k in period t.
j

Ai;k;t = workload at noncritical major step j allocated to machine type k in period t.
Constraints
X ðg;ji Þ
xi;t ¼
xi;t ;

t ¼ 1; ...; T; i ¼ 1; ...; N I :

ðg;ji Þ

X

ðg0 ;ju Þ

ðg0 ;ju Þ

xi;t

¼

X

ðg;jÞ

8j 2 Ci ; t ¼ 1; ...; T; i ¼ 1; ...; N I :

xi;t ;

ðg;jÞ

xi;j;t ¼

X X

ðg;j Þ

d
xi;ða;jÞ;t
;

j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; t ¼ 1; ...; T; i ¼ 1; ...; N I :

a2j ðg;jd Þ2a

X

ðg0 ;j Þ

xi;ða;ju0 Þ;t ¼

ðg0 ;ju Þ2a

t
X
X

X

ðg;jÞ

xi;ða;j0 Þ;t

8j 2 Ci such that j > j0 ;

t ¼ 1; ...; T; i ¼ 1; ...; N I :

ðg;jÞ2a

ðg;j Þ

d
xi;ða;jÞ;t
4

t¼1 ðg;jd Þ2a

ðg;jÞ

t
X

ðg;jÞ

Ai;k;t ¼ bij xi;t  Lij þ

j

wi;ða;jÞ;t ;

j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

t¼1

Ai;k;t ¼ bij xi;t  Lij þ

j
X

j0 ¼1

X

fa2j0 jðg;jÞ2ag

j X X
X

ðg;jÞ

j 2 Ci ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

ðg;jÞ

j2
= Ci ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

bij0 j xi;ða;j0 Þ;t  Li;j0 ;j ;

j0 ¼1 a2j0 ðg;j0 d Þ2a

bij0 j xi;ða;j0 Þ;t  Li;j0 ;j ;

NI X X
NI X
X
X
j
ðg;jÞ
akij Aikt 4ckt ;
akij Aikt þ
i¼1 j2Ci g2k

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

i¼1 j=
2Ci

All variables are constrained to be nonnegative. Inventory balance constraints are
unchanged.
MODELING ALTERNATIVE RESOURCE COMBINATIONS
There are instances of scarce tooling in semiconductor manufacturing, whereby capacity may
be a function not only of the available machines, but also of the available tools, such as
photomasks, burn-in boards, test handlers, and fixtures, and so on. An added dimension of
complexity arises when alternative machine types for a process step each require distinct
tooling. That is, there are alternative combinations of resources that can be assigned to carry
out a process step. Modeling the capacities of machines and tools independently may lead to
production plans impossible to carry out, because the plans may implicitly require joint
application of incompatible tools and machines. The model must explicitly represent the
assignment of a valid combination of resources to carry out the process step.
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For example, in semiconductor test operations, several different types of tools are
required, in addition to the testing CPU. These may include handlers, interface boards,
software programs, jigs, and fixtures. There may be several alternative tools for any one of
these tool types, for example, handlers capable of only room temperature tests, handlers
capable of both room temperature and high temperature tests, and handlers capable of cold
temperature, room temperature and high temperature tests. A similar phenomenon occurs in
burn-in operations, where the set of resources to be applied includes the burn-in oven
chambers, the burn-in board, and the load/unload equipment. There can be two or more
alternative sizes of burn-in boards that may be assigned to burn in a given device, each
compatible only with similar-sized oven chambers and load/unload machines. Each instance of
a valid set of resources to carry out the process is what we term a valid resource combination.
We may extend the model of Section on Accommodating Machine Arrangement
Constraints to handle such cases by introducing variables that assign resource combinations to
process steps. New notation, parameters and variables, as well as revised capacity constraints,
are introduced as follows.
Notation
c denotes a resource combination, that is, a set of resource types required to perform one
or more process steps. k 2 c denotes that resource type k is a member of resource
combination c.
c 2 ði; jÞ denotes that resource combination c is one that is qualified to perform step j on
product i.
ði; j; cÞ 2 k denotes that step j on product i is one of the steps that machine type k
performs as part of resource combination c.
Variables
Ai,j,c,t = workload of step j on product i in period t allocated to resource combination c.
Constraints
Modified capacity constraints are as follows. Inventory balance constraints are
unchanged.
bij xi;t  Lij þ xi;j;t þ

jX
1
a¼1

X

akij Ai;j;c;t 4ckt ;

biaj xi;a;t  Liaj ¼

X

Ai;j;c;t ;

j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

c2ði;jÞ

k ¼ 1; ...; K; t ¼ 1; ...; T:

ði;j;cÞ2k

Ai;j;c;t 50; xi;j;t 50; xi;t 50; I i;t 50; BOi;t 50;
k ¼ 1; ...; K; j ¼ 1; ...; N i ; i ¼ 1; ...; N I ; t ¼ 1; ...; T:
2.4. Handling Integrality of Production Lots
Work in process in wafer fabrication plants is typically released into production and moves
from step to step in lots of twentyfive or fifty wafers, less yield losses. In device assembly and
testing areas production lots typically consist of thousands of packaged chips, with specific
upper limits based on the capacity of lot carriers. The foregoing linear programming
formulations make no allowance for lot integrality when calculating release schedules. It is
computationally unattractive to enforce integer constraints on release schedules, so heuristic
techniques are typically used to alter input data and/or solution results into a workable
schedule.
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For example, cumulative demands for each product may be rounded up into lot-sized
step functions, where the lot size is chosen according to the desired starting lot size and the
expected process yield. If the total demand over the horizon is less than one lot, the input
demand can be rounded up to one lot, or alternatively, the model may be allowed to schedule
the release of a reduced-size lot, if overproduction is not desired. If the demand is satisfied on
time in the LP solution, the resulting release schedule will be lot-sized as desired. If the release
schedule is fractional, it nevertheless can be interpreted as a target rate (remember the
variables were defined as production rates) to which the actual discrete lot releases should
adhere as closely as possible. Of course, the integrality problem is most acute for low-volume
products and becomes insignificant for high-volume products.
2.5. Multiobjective Programming
It is sometimes difficult practically or institutionally to capture all the desirable qualities of a
production plan in a single economic objective such as formulated in Section 2.2. Successive LP
runs, possibly with different objectives for different priority classes of demands, were
suggested in Section 2.4 as a means of preventing the LP from making trade-offs between
servicing prior customer commitments and responses to other market opportunities. But there
may be other objectives of interest as well.
For example, it may be desired to control the distribution of bin inventories remaining at
the end of the planning horizon, encouraging the planning model to use the lowest-quality
bins and the least capacity-consuming test flows necessary to meet the demands. If costs on
inventories and costs on test flows were incorporated into the same objective function that
minimizes shortage costs, it may admit solutions that trade-off product shortage costs with
production and inventory costs, yet no such trade-off is desired. Handling bin inventory costs
in a second objective function, to be optimized subject to the optimal value of the first, is a
more desirable approach.
It is straightforward to add follow-on, multiple objectives to the basic formulation
discussed herein.

3. Brief History of Optimization Applications to Semiconductor
Production Planning
The first regularly-used optimization-based planning system in the industry known to the
author was the A-Plus system at Intel Corporation, based on the Berkeley Planning System
software, installed in 1986 to plan across the fabrication lines in that company. BPS was
implemented to plan three fabrication plants at Harris Corporation in 1987, and beginning in
1989 an effort was undertaken to enhance and expand BPS for fully automated, company-wide
production planning. This culminated in the IMPReSS planning system, fully implemented in
1992. The Franz Edelman Award from the Institute for Operations Research and the
Management Sciences (INFORMS) was awarded to Harris in 1995 in recognition of the
achievements of IMPReSS. Subsequently, enhanced versions of BPS were implemented at
Advanced Micro Devices and at Samsung Electronics, Co., Ltd.
Commercial supply chain management and production planning software products
incorporating linear programming calculations began to be marketed to the semiconductor
industry following the success of IMPReSS. Major products currently available include MIMI
from Chesapeake Decision Sciences (later Aspen Technologies), Rhythm from i2 Technologies,
and the Supply Chain Planner from Paragon Management Systems (later Adexa Management
Systems). Leachman and Associates LLC offers customized optimization-based planning
systems to the industry.
At the start of the millennium, a substantial and growing fraction of the global
semiconductor manufacturing industry employ optimization calculations to assist in the
generation of production plans. This remarkable growth has been paced not only by the
development of modeling software as above, but also by the rapid development of computer
hardware capabilities and of optimization software. At the time of implementation of the APlus system at Intel, the leading commercial LP software could solve problems with up to
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10,000 rows in a few hours using the simplex method operating on a top-of-the-line IBM
mainframe computer. Six years later, in 1992, the IMPReSS system at Harris routinely
optimized formulations with upward of 130,000 rows in a few hours using interior point
methods operating on a UNIX workstation computer.
Despite this progress, it must be acknowledged that optimization still plays a limited
role in the generation of production plans within most commercial planning systems. For
example, Rhythm uses optimization calculations only to generate guidelines such as routings
through the product structure and allocations of capacity to products. Heuristics and artificial
intelligence rules subsequently act on the guidelines to actually compute schedules. With the
exception of products from Leachman and Associates LLC, the commercial products utilize
optimization models that incorporate only a subset of the capabilities described in Section 2.3.
For example, formulations in most commercial systems require time lags to be integers. Some
offer only crude capabilities for capacity analysis, yet others model alternative resource
combinations. Some do not accommodate binning and substitution product structures, yet
others readily handle such complex product structures.
While optimization modeling has made considerable progress over the last fifteen years
in serving the semiconductor industry, it is the author’s opinion that the opportunity remains
for much more progress to be made.
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